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The North Atlantic Mesozoic basins are tectonically linked and share a common evolution related to the opening of the North Atlantic Ocean. In terms of oil and gas exploration, some basins have proved to be commercially successful (Jeanne d’Arc Basin, Celtic Sea) or are showing promising results (Flemish Pass), whereas others have experienced more limited success to date. To enhance present understanding and help define future exploration strategy, a review of the characteristics and distribution of source facies across North Atlantic basins of Ireland, Newfoundland and Labrador. To date, numerous geochemical well evaluations and integrated basin studies have been undertaken in these basins. This study was able to access such datasets from 620 offshore wells and additionally, from numerous scientific publications. These data were enhanced by further geological, geophysical and petrophysical studies. The primary objectives of this study were not only to produce a fully integrated database of already generated geochemical information in which future data could be incorporated but also to use these data to produce an atlas of source rock and oil families across the study area. As a result of the initial review of the existing database well sections and oils that would benefit from further analyses were identified and a supplementary analytical programme was commissioned. This new programme includes a large set of Rock-Eval analysis distributed among 14 wells (from Celtic Sea, Fastnet Basin, Goban Spur, Porcupine, Orphan and Flemish Basins), biostratigraphical analyses, gas chromatography, GC-MS biomarker and carbon isotopes analyses on oil samples and rock extracts, as well as kerogen elemental analysis and kinetics determinations on key source samples of Carboniferous and Jurassic age. In addition to this phase of the study, a comparative assessment with analogue basins in Morocco, Iberia, Greenland, Faroe-Shetlands and. Nova Scotia has been made using the extensive of published data for these areas. Studied basins in the North Atlantic realm ATLANTIC IRELAND 2016 November 2016 Page 57 One new aspect of this study is the calculation of net source rock thickness and average present day TOC per interval. This has been achieved evaluations of well logs from 20 key wells on both margins. Leading on from this, in each of the study basins, source rock maturity history has been assessed using 1D and 2D basin modelling along re-interpreted seismic profiles. Organo-facies distribution and mapping of initial source potential (TOC0 and HI0 ) has been constrained by palaeo-geographical reconstructions. Studied basins in the North Atlantic realm ATLANTIC IRELAND 2016 November 2016 Page 57 One new aspect of this study is the calculation of net source rock thickness and average present day TOC per interval. This has been achieved evaluations of well logs from 20 key wells on both margins.
Leading on from this, in each of the study basins, source rock maturity history has been assessed using 1D and 2D basin modelling along re-interpreted seismic profiles. Organo-facies distribution and mapping of initial source potential (TOC0 and HI0) has been constrained by palaeo-geographical reconstructions. The present day maturity of source facies has been mapped regionally combining basin modelling and previously acquired data. Maturity, organo-facies and source potential maps have been combined to infer Present Day transformation ratio, generated and expelled hydrocarbon volumes and quality from key source rock horizons. This in-depth review has been constructed in a consistent tectono-stratigraphic framework to allow the drawing of important conclusions with respect to the forward exploration strategy in basins on both margins.
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